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EDITORIAL

Lucid in the sky with diamonds
Lucy the cat was always clear: no one, not even me,
her trusted tin opener, was ever going to touch her
tummy. If your fingers strayed close, out came those
diamond-sharp claws and take that. And that!
And that. Dear Lucy never learnt to withdraw her
claws but who could blame her? The point is, she was
always crystal clear in her catty communication.
This homily on the viciously lucid Lucy was inspired by a line in the introduction to The Economist
Style Guide (which eSense follows): ‘Do your best to
be lucid’, it says and goes on to quote Stendhal, ‘I see
but one rule: to be clear.’ As a writer – and editor – I
couldn’t agree more.
Other writers in this issue seem to agree with me
(well, with Stendhal) too. For example, clarity rules
supreme for guest columnist Nick Cohen. ‘A piece of
writing may be perfectly grammatical’ he says in Is There A Right Way To Write? ‘But if your words have an
ugly sound or a confused meaning, throw them out, and the rules of grammar with them.’
Copywriter/trainer Piers Alder has just presented a popular workshop on high level writing for SENSE
members. Before the workshop took place, regular eSense columnist Cecilia Willems interviewed him for
Six Questions, where he says, ‘Separating important ideas out into separate sentences helps clarify the
structure of the argument you’re presenting.’ Good tip, don’t you think?
And talking of sensible tips, in our Cover Story Sally Hill – another esteemed member of the eSense
team –gives an admirably lucid account of how she built her translation business. Her story contains
excellent advice, useful to newbies and those somewhat longer in harness, who may not feel so at ease
with anything smacking of the dreadful ‘n’ word (networking) or self-promotion.
Clearly, co-founding SENSE member Jackie Senior hasn’t worried much about self-promotion in her
versatile career, a path now spanning 40 years, and she always (at least) considers advice. See what she
did with the tips SENSE members gave in her Poster Parade of versatile career paths.
As Jackie points out, ‘What the posters show is how important it is for everyone, both new members
and the more experienced, to cultivate a continuous learning mentality, and to get out and attend workshops and find ways of keeping themselves sharp.’
As sharp as my Lucy’s claws? I hope not. Just sharp enough to be lucid.
Happy reading!

– Ragini Werner, eSense Editor◄
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FROM THE EC

A year of change ahead
2016 got off to
a good start,
for me (I’ve
been enjoying
taking walks
in the winter
sunshine) and
for SENSE too,
I think. Preparations for our
general meeting in March
are in full
swing and, as you know, we have received a
motion to amend our Constitution and Rules. In
practice, SENSE embraces all kinds of Englishlanguage professionals (e.g. editors, translators,
copywriters, teachers and trainers) working in or
with a strong connection to the Netherlands.
Up to now, non-native speakers of English
have been admitted to the Society as associate
members. However, in practice, there is no
difference in membership status – hence the
proposal to eliminate the distinction. You will
still be able to indicate in your SENSE profile
whether you are a native speaker of English.
Clearly, at some stage we should think
about adapting the Society’s full name but I
have a sneaky feeling that we are not quite
ready to tackle this issue. The name has got us
through the last 25 years in an imprecise state,
and will probably continue to serve us well.
Rebranding is a whole new kettle of fish…
What else are we looking forward to this
year? Updating some things on the website is
one major EC project. Well, actually, it will be
more of a makeover. In the EC, we are feeling
the absence of a dedicated web manager (see
below), but we will attempt to make headway
on this huge project all the same, moving the
website into the next generation and making
the wealth of information it contains more
accessible and interactive for our members and
visitors. It is, let’s be honest, a little bit clunky.
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We will add new tools that will help us organize
workshops, SIG meetings and social occasions,
both the long-scheduled perennials (summer
gathering, annual dinner) and the likes of the
impromptu expedition to the Amsterdam Light
Festival in January. We are revitalizing the
Suggestion Box on the forum, to make sure all
members’ ideas can be properly considered.
Watch that space! And, please, help us shape it.
Many hands make light work, which is why
last autumn we split one EC position (back) into
two, that is, the positions of secretary and
membership secretary. Wil and Kirsten are doing
a grand job and you can express your appreciation at the AGM by confirming their election to
the EC. Also at that meeting, they, as well as Curtis and Frans,
Gini and I will Outgoing Workshop Coordinator Maartje Gorte
has done us proud with her events. Thank you!
be waving a
fond goodbye
to Maartje and
we hope to
welcome a
new workshop
coordinator
and web manager aboard. If
you would like
to help SENSE
in a small way,
not on the EC,
there are still
plenty of opportunities.
For the new EC, the year starts in April with
an informal meeting so we can get to know each
other better, build on the team spirit and have
fun running our wonderful organization. But before then, I hope to catch up with you at the
AGM. See you on March 19 at the Park Plaza in
Utrecht!
–Jenny Zonneveld, EC Chair◄

COVER STORY

Building your business

through your network
Sally Hill reveals how she increased the visibility of her freelance
business. What worked for Sally could work for you

Ever found yourself wanting to say no to a client
but being afraid to lose them in case other work
dries up? Do you work mainly for agencies, would
love to get more direct clients but have no idea
how? Do you find it hard to talk to people about
your business at work-related events? Since setting up my freelance business in 2008 I have been
in all three of these situations.
These days, however, I find myself raising my
rates and turning down an increasing amount of
work. Read on to find out how this happened and
how SENSE was involved.

Sally Hill owns and runs a highly successful
business called Scientific Translations

The dreaded ‘n’ word
But in case you think this is going to be about the
dreaded ‘n’ word (networking) and decide not to
read on, this is mainly an account of my personal
experiences in building my business. I am going to
tell you what has worked for me and, who knows,
maybe it will work for you too. Also, I am convinced
that you cannot build a decent business if you do
not have something to offer. Whatever services
you are selling as a freelancer – whether they be
translating, interpreting, editing, copywriting,
teaching, indexing or subtitling – you should be
good at it, take pride in your work and make sure
your communication skills are up to scratch.

Most clients come in by word of mouth
This bout of self-reflection followed the realization that almost all of my work comes in by word of
mouth – via via as the Dutch say – through both my personal and professional networks. To find out
whether this was also the case for other freelancers, and to try and put names to those mouths, I
brought up the topic at the February 2015 meeting of SENSE’s Eastern SIG. Before the meeting, I asked
other attendees to make a note of how they acquired their five biggest/favourite clients, or the clients
on their last five invoices, and how these clients found them. The discussion revealed that it was the
same for all members of the SIG at that meeting: word of mouth was our main source of work and,
whether aware of it or not, we were all using our networks to build our businesses. ►
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SENSE survey led to conference talk
Since this was a potentially interesting topic to
present at the conference in November, I
decided to take it a step further and conduct a
short survey of SENSE freelancers. This generated a larger sample of 455 clients – clients that
are representative of SENSE freelancers and
their businesses. Again, as you can see from the
graph, our professional and personal networks
scored highest, with marketing or social media
efforts trailing way behind. (I presented the
results of the survey at the Jubilee Conference
in November 2015. Anyone wanting to hear more
about the survey or receive a copy of my slides
is welcome to get in touch.)

It was clear that many SENSE members agree
with me − that word of mouth works best in
terms of bringing in work. For me personally, this
has recently resulted in my saying goodbye to
agency work and working exclusively for direct
clients, which has been accompanied by an
increase in annual turnover.
How does this apply to me?
‘So how does knowing this bring me more
clients?’ you might ask. I know the feeling.
I remember a time, just after I’d joined SENSE in
2009 – I’d left my teaching job and was looking
for translation work, mainly through agencies −
when I felt extra frustrated to read the following
comment in a forum discussion on translation rates: ‘Of course, one way to obtain a
decent rate is to work directly for clients’ –
with no advice on how I was supposed to
find these bloomin’ direct clients!
Now, having conducted this survey,
read the comments from my colleagues
and taken a serious look at how my own
network brings in work, I can at least offer
some advice to others looking to acquire
direct clients.
Main results of survey of SENSE freelancers:
91 out of 100 respondents filled in how
they acquired five of their clients

Sometimes being somewhere is enough
In the survey, I also collected a number of useful
comments from SENSE members, many with
experiences similar to my own, the following
two in particular:
‘Some of these five clients came through work passed
on by other SENSE members, some through attending
translator days or one-day workshops and some through
clients passing my name on to their clients or other
departments of the same organisation.’
‘My advice to anyone is to use your personal and professional networks as effectively as possible. Once a person
in an organisation/group of people knows you're good,
that gets the snowball rolling...and can lead to lasting
relationships. Using your network can just mean being
known to enough people (with a translation/editing
need). You don't always have to be actively "working
your network". Sometimes being somewhere is enough.’
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Who is in my network?
Start by taking a good look at your network. Your
network is everyone you know: your friends,
family and neighbours, as well as your professional network (e.g. other SENSE members),
colleagues, ex-colleagues, people you knew at
university and so on. Even if these people may
not need to hire you themselves, they all have
networks too! Then ask yourself: do all these
people know what I do and that I am good at it?
Use birthdays and other social occasions to tell
people about what you do.
It is much easier to talk about your work if
you are not trying to sell yourself but just telling
someone about an interesting text you have
been working on. Do not moan about clients
though − stay positive and make sure people
know you enjoy what you do.►

Example 1
An ex-colleague at the secondary school where I
taught writes biology textbooks and develops
online biology modules. Her publisher wanted to
translate some of the modules into English for a
school on the Antillean island of Saba. My excolleague immediately thought of me and
passed on my name to the client.
Example 2
A parent of one of my daughter’s schoolmates is
a copywriter with many contacts. His clients
sometimes need English translations. We have
worked together for several years now. If I
cannot take on a job myself I pass it on to a
colleague.

as competitors, but as important members of
your professional network. They also need to
know what it is you are good at in case they
have work to outsource or pass on. One way of
letting them know is by contributing to discussions on online forums, both the SENSE forum
and others: if you can make a useful contribution or provide a possible answer to a question,
make use of that opportunity. This will show off
your expertise and increase your visibility − free
marketing! Two major clients of mine have come
in through this route.
Sally in action at the SENSE Jubilee Conference last year

Example 3
A friend’s brother-in-law who I see
at birthday gatherings once or
twice a year has his own business
and needed his website translated into English. He knows I am
a translator so he asked me if I
could do it for him. It was not the
type of text I usually do so I gave
him the name of a trusted
colleague.
Example 4
Only last week I received a phone
call from a physiotherapist rounding off her master’s degree. She’d
been given my number by a good friend of hers,
who happened to be the mother of my son’s old
schoolmate, although I hadn’t spoken to her in
years. We talked about prices and deadlines for
a Dutch-English translation of a scientific article
but when I tried to refer her to my website for
more information she insisted that she didn’t
need any more info: she trusted her friend’s
recommendation. Had I ever done any work for
her friend? Nope. Had she ever seen anything I’d
written or edited or translated? Nope! But
apparently eight years of idle chit-chat on the
school playground and at pickups after playdates have given her a good enough impression
of me. Word of mouth at work again.
See other freelancers as potential collaborators
As two of these examples demonstrate, you
should never see other language professionals
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Invest in yourself
If you attend a workshop, you should ask
questions and contribute to any discussions,
both during the sessions and in the breaks and
post-workshop socializing. And this is where the
dratted ‘n’ word comes in again. In the beginning I found it hard to strike up conversations at
SENSE events with people I did not know. But
the more events you attend, the more people
get to know your face and the easier it becomes.
SENSE has been an amazing source of work
for me − mainly for editing and teaching work −
and I am glad I made the investment to attend
so many events when I first joined. Pro bono
work is another kind of investment that can pay
off. As an illustration of how this has worked for
a SENSE colleague, another example: ►

Example 5
A pro bono client, a charity, who I acquired
through SENSE. A translation came in for this
client that I was too busy to take on so I decided
to outsource the first draft to a SENSE colleague,
via the forum. Although I could not pay her, her
name immediately came to mind for a subsequent paid job that I was looking to outsource.
Can people find you online?
If I look at other routes by which my own clients
come in, university contacts have come up
trumps at least twice. Although I had not been in
contact with either of them since graduating in
2000, two fellow students had gone on to work
for large institutions and both managed to find
me online. I therefore highly recommend that
you have some kind of online presence: if you
do not have a website (and even if you do),
make sure your LinkedIn profile is up to date,
lists your skills and provides contact information. The same goes for your SENSE profile.
Although the membership directory’s search
function is not as useful as it could be (no free
text search), do bear in mind that both fellow
SENSE members and potential clients use the
directory to search for suitable freelancers.
You are a walking talking marketing asset
It all comes down to the fact that you yourself
are a walking talking marketing asset and you
should always act as if surrounded by potential
clients! What sells your services best is you.
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After my presentation at the conference, an attendee pointed out that people I know pass on
my name without actually having seen my work.
I agreed that this is often true and Example 4
illustrates this. Apparently the impression
people have of me is sufficient to trust that I
will also do a good job with their text or with
their students.

Reading list
I hope you will use this to
increase your visibility
and bring in more clients −
I would love to hear about
your experiences. On a
final note (although I am
doing a lot less translation
work these days), someone who continues to inspire me is Chris Durban,
guru of the translation
world, speaker, compiler of a book called The
Prosperous Translator and author of a client
education mini-guide entitled Translation: Getting it Right (also translated into Dutch). I was
fortunate to hear her speak for the third time
last year at the ITI conference in Newcastle, UK,
and she had some great tips for delegates about
how to find ‘passionate, well-heeled clients.’
She came to speak for SENSE in 2012 and I for
one sincerely hope she will be back.
– Sally Hill◄

POSTER PARADE

My career, your career
Jackie Senior explains why she created a set
of posters illustrating versatile career paths
I know what my career path looks like – but how
does it compare to yours? Or what you would
like yours to be? Why do people make certain
career decisions, what steers them towards one
path or another? Last year, I followed some advice for my presentation ‘Versatile expert or a
Jack-of-all-trades?’ at the Mediterranean Editors
and Translators meeting (METM15), which was
centred on the theme of ‘Versatility and readiness for new challenges’. As the Dutch philosopher René Gude said, ‘Ga ten rade bij anderen’,
so I asked some active SENSE members to help
me make illustrative career posters.
The idea was to show what professional development looks like in practice, and what sort
of career options people had seized. The participants at METM turned out to be really interested
in seeing what steers someone else’s career
path. So the posters were also on display at our
Jubilee meeting last year.
Why make career posters?
Asking SENSE members what they do now and
how they got there was illuminating. I made two
posters for METM15, and for SENSE I added
another one to create some counter-balance to
my original focus on the biomed sector. My aim
was to show our versatility, that we do not all
have an easy career path or plain good fortune,
or even necessarily suitable academic qualifications before taking a new step. At both conferences, people seemed to like the posters and
seeing that not everyone has a direct, wellplanned career ladder to the stars.
Many people start editing and translating as
a second career or as a work option after moving countries (and changing languages) for a
partner's career. Or as part of a practical strategy
for work and raising a family. People at METM15
said they found it interesting and also comforting to see that other people's lives and language
careers weren't always straightforward.
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Jackie Senior’s
career spans over
40 years and has
covered positions
at a general translation agency and
in a professional
journal’s publishing
office, in oil and
gas exploration
research, investment banking,
medical science,
and teaching an ‘Editing in English’ course to translation
students at a Dutch higher education college in Utrecht.
However, Jackie has always kept a freelance component
to her salaried editing and translation work

What the posters show is how important it is for
everyone, both new members and the more
experienced, to cultivate a continuous learning
mentality and to get out and attend workshops
and find ways of keeping themselves sharp. I
highly recommend mentoring a younger
editor/translator in that respect!
When I taught the ‘Editing in English’ course
at ITV (Instituut Tolken en Vertalers (HBO),
Utrecht), a good many of the course participants
were mature students (aged 30-40 and above)
making an enforced or voluntary career switch.
They were looking to gain or regain control over
their lives and many were hoping to find work
with a more practical bent. Most had questions
not only about the actual editing/translation
work, but also about moving from a salaried
position to being a freelancer.
One of the most popular course sessions
was on aspects of running your own small business. Sharing their stories with each other was a
great learning experience. Career posters are
another way of sharing our experience.►

Become an active member of SENSE
So you’ve started a career in editing and
translating and joined SENSE. Perhaps the
six career paths shown in the three
eSense posters will demonstrate how
worthwhile it is for you to become active
in your professional society. Yes, it can
involve some hard work and compromise,
and dealing with troublesome real
people rather than clients via email. But
volunteering has so many pay-offs! ◄
Jackie (in red, centre) with other active SENSE members attending a workshop on editing presented by Lee Ann Weeks

Turning points: Responses to the posters
My poster people all said that joining SENSE was
an excellent move in building up their career
and network as an English language professional. At both the METM15 meeting and the
SENSE Jubilee I asked people ‘What were the
turning points in your career (so far)?’ I invited
them to write comments about their own
careers on blank sheets next to the posters.
Here are responses from people at the meetings.
‘As a young bride in Borneo, and needing to “do”
something, so being asked to edit Malaysian
authored texts on agricultural research!’
Joy Burrough
‘Picking up the phone and calling a client instead of
submitting a bid via Proz.com. In three years, I did over
£50k in turnover with that client alone.’ Anon
‘Moving to the Netherlands, which forced me to become
an entrepreneur.’ Anon
‘Writing a book got me out of teaching and into publishing as an editor, proof-reader and trainer. Writing
another book got me from Cape Town to Antwerp, as
a PhD student, teacher and MET member.’ John
Linnegar
‘Travelling around Latin America and trying to earn
some money to move onto the next place. Teaching
English and translating turned out to be an earner!’
Anon
‘Not having a child-minder, which forced me to become a stay-at-home Mum for a while so I did the ITV
translation course [including the Editing module
given by Jackie Senior and Ruth de Wijs] and never
looked back!’ Anon
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Poster parade
The posters will be on show again at the AGM on
March 19 for all those at the Jubilee Conference
who were too busy catching up with each other
to take more than a glimpse at them. Come to
the Park Plaza hotel in Utrecht and see them in
their full glory.
But for now, in anticipation of the AGM, let
me welcome you to the poster parade! Click on
the links below to open the posters. Each poster
will open automatically in your browser so that
you can view it online. You can also download
and/or print it out.
– Jackie Senior◄

Poster 1: Academic career paths
Poster 2: More academic career paths
Poster 3: Non-academic career paths

SIX QUESTIONS

Piers Alder on writing with style
Before copywriter/trainer Piers Alder gave SENSE members his writing
workshop on 4 February, he kindly answered our Six Questions
SENSE members usually have clients
(and often readers) who are not nativeEnglish speakers. That often means
keeping the writing simple and straightforward. How can they do that and still
make it interesting, powerful and vivid?

Language doesn’t have to be
conversational or informal to
have power. It’s true that there’s
a freshness and immediacy that
comes from idiomatic language,
but simplicity offers great power
if you have something interesting
to say. I think the key is to focus
on the essence of the meaning,
saying things as starkly as possible, without diluting the impact.
Simple language can be hardhitting, challenging, frightening,
uplifting and revelatory. The problem isn’t being simple so much as being bland.
Writing becomes bland when nothing seems
arresting, when both the language itself is lifeless and clichéd and the meaning it conveys
lacks significance.
Facts without interpretation or context lack
meaning. If you say that sales of a product have
grown by 2%, that has little meaning. But if you
say that we’re facing a frightening collapse in
sales from 20% last year to 2% this year,
suddenly it’s not bland.
Another way to add meaning, and therefore
to make writing more vivid, is to use imagery,
metaphor and analogy. These techniques bring
meaning alive – they show the reader the real
significance of what we’re talking about. Writers
need to step back and ask: what is this really
about? What difference will it make? And then
express that in concrete, human terms.
Any other pitfalls that SENSE members should be aware
of when writing for non-native readers?

Long sentences filled with subclauses! It’s hard
enough for native readers to understand
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Piers Alder is on YouTube. Catch him
there if you missed his workshop.

them. One idea per sentence is a good rule of
thumb. Separating important ideas out into
separate sentences helps clarify the structure of
the argument you’re presenting.
A particularly difficult kind of long sentence
occurs when there’s a long subclause ahead of
the main verb – something like: ‘Because they
mostly take place in a marketplace where consumers already understand the function of that
product type, where there’s little need for
explaining the product’s benefits and the
marketing task is simply differentiation, most
chief executives underestimate the potential for
the failure of a product launch.’
Lots of ideas get stacked up in your shortterm memory and you can’t integrate and make
sense of them until the heart of the sentence
arrives: ‘most chief executives underestimate
the potential for the failure of a product launch’.
Those extra cognitive processing demands
are particularly tough on non-native speakers. ►

How can translators be better writers and stay true to the
original text? After all, they may have little leeway to
rewrite the material they are given, or to even stray too
far from the source. What advice can you give them?

If you’re purely constrained to translating only
what’s in the original, and you can’t use idiomatic language, you can still use language with
colour and strength. Again, it’s about expressing
the reality in vivid, human terms – instead of in
abstract terms. Instead of saying ‘the launch of X
has been a success’, you could instead say ‘the
launch of X surprised everyone by its success’,
‘X has already found a place in thousands of
family homes’, or ‘tens of thousands of people
now carry an X with them wherever they go’. Or
whatever the truth is.
But I’m not a translator so I don’t have direct experience to draw on. I guess it's similar to
when I write a first draft and then need to edit
and polish it to make it sing. All the facts are
there (or should be) in my first draft, but the
way they’re expressed isn’t as good as it can be.
In that editing process I’ll work on the exact
sequence of ideas, to help the meaning unfold
logically (or dramatically). I’ll work on the
expressions I’ve used, remove clichés and find
fresher, more surprising ways of saying things.
I’ll try and find the most precise terms to pin
down an exact meaning, and the most evocative
phrases that capture the significance of what
I’m writing about.
This editing skill is really the key to being a
good writer. It’s a combination of being able to
sense where writing is going wrong – feeling
where it’s getting clogged, sensing that the clear
light is dimming and a murky blankness is
settling in, noticing where the path wanders and
momentum drops – and then knowing what to
do to fix that. It starts by getting some kind of
distance from what you’ve written. Reading out
loud sounds like a really basic tip, but it is a very
effective tool for spotting problems.
I browsed through your blog posts and came across this
gem on writing web content. If I had a penny for every text
I’ve had to translate that fell into the same trap…! What
do you, personally, do to convince a client to see things
from the user’s perspective?

The best way is to ask what they want to
achieve, and work back from that. Because ultimately there’s always a reader and always
something we want that reader to do, or think,
as a result of reading the text.
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Ask them why we’re publishing this information to the world. Surprisingly often the client
will be a little puzzled and flummoxed by the
question, or they’ll have an initial answer which
turns out not to be an answer at all. For
example, ‘We want to show that we offer a
wider range of services than most people realize.’ Yes, but why? ‘Well… not enough people are
using most of our services.’ So what you’re really
trying to achieve is to get more people using
these services? ‘Yes, of course...’ OK, the only
way we’re going to succeed in that is by highlighting the problems people face and then explaining how we can solve those problems, not
by telling people what we find most interesting
about our own products. The client has a strong
incentive to see things from the user’s perspective: it’s the best way to get results.
How do you tackle a writing assignment? Do you meet
clients for a briefing first? Do you begin by going
through their existing material? Or do prefer to do your
own homework, for example by looking at how they have
presented themselves online?

It’s not enough to read their existing material. I
always want to speak to them. Most of all it’s
because most people speak more vividly and
compellingly than they write. I want to hear
them express things in their own words, using
the wonderful and surprising expressive power
of spoken language. Often they’ll come out with
beautiful, fresh phrases that contain real
insights. If they were writing, they’d edit these
out before they even hit the page, because they
wouldn’t sound sufficiently businesslike.
That conversation – and it is a conversation;
I’ll probe, pick up on little things they say that
they don’t think are important, ask them to
elaborate, ask where ideas came from, dig into
the back story – can take place on the phone or
in person.
What three things do you hope SENSE members will take
away from your workshop? [see HI SOCIETY on p. 21]

1

Ambition. I’d like to inspire them to reach
further, to experiment more.
2 A few new ways of thinking about their
writing that they’re itching to try out: some
practical tools.
3 A renewed alertness to where and how
writing goes wrong.
– Cecilia M. Willems◄

GUEST COLUMNIST

Is there a right way to write?
All members of SENSE have a vested interest in good writing .
Here Nick Cohen argues for his own style guidelines *

Arguments about grammar
should be arguments about
style. I do not claim to be anything more than a competent
writer. On the rare occasions
when I have written a book or
article that does not make me
shudder on re-reading, I have
followed my own style guidelines, which may help you to
decide when you should stick
by the ‘rules’ of English and
when you should ignore them.
Say something
Corporate mailings from managers, academic papers written
to meet a department’s
research target, and Daily Mail
stories on celebrities who have
done nothing more than show
their cleavage are instantly forgotten. The authors did not
want to write them. They have
nothing worth saying, and it
shows.
It may sound unrealistically
high-minded to insist that you
must believe in the importance
of what you are writing. But the
advice applies as much to lowbrow as to highbrow work. Many
people try and fail to write pulp
bestsellers because their cynicism finds them out. However
little you may think of their
work, popular authors who succeed in the press and fiction
mean what they say as much as
their serious counterparts do.
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Newshound Nick Cohen has been called the 'excoriating voice of the left.' He is a
columnist for The Observer and Standpoint, among other publications, and also
writes books. Photo by Martin Hawes

They have their own integrity, and understand that the first rule of
good writing is to ask why you need to write at all.
Read it out loud
Written and spoken English are almost different languages but
there is still no better way of finding where you have gone wrong
than speaking your lines. With luck, you will spot the gaffes and
garbles in your text. You will also hear the false notes in your language.
Not many of the ‘rules’ of grammar survive this test. I have
given up using ‘whom’, for example, after hearing how prissy and
archaic it sounds. English is evolving as it always does, and the
‘who/whom’ distinction has the stench of death about it. The
‘rules’ against ending sentences with a preposition or starting
them with an ‘And’ or ‘But’ feel equally snobbish and dated. As do
many others. A piece of writing may be perfectly grammatical. But
if your words have an ugly sound or a confused meaning, throw
them out and the rules of grammar with them.►
* This article is excerpted from material published in Standpoint January/February 2016
and is reprinted with permission. Read Nick Cohen’s full article here.

Ignore the readers
I was taught to think about who you are writing
for. And, of course, there are many times where
you still should. A physicist writing on quantum
theory for other physicists is not guilty of
jargon-mongering if he or she uses language
only one person in 100,000 understands. They
are conducting a specialised debate among
specialists, who do not need to have physics
made simple.
Increasingly, however, you have no idea
who you are writing for, whether on news sites
or on Twitter. Before the web, you could assume
that a conservative magazine had a conservative
readership. However hard you tried, that knowledge bent your writing.

clearly. You cannot resort to in-jokes or exploit
shared biases. In other words you must worry
like hell about what you write and how you
write but not give a damn about who reads you.
Surprisingly, your indifference makes you a
better writer.
Cut, cut and cut again
There are a good dozen writers’ sayings urging
you to slash like a deranged axe man: ‘Kill your
darlings’; ‘You can’t sub what’s not there’; ‘The
first draft doesn’t have to be good, it just has to
be finished’; ‘Prose is like hair — it shines with
combing’; and my favourite: ‘In the beginning
was the Word, and the subs cut it.’
You Can't Read This Book: Censorship in an Age
of Freedom (Fourth Estate)
'Nick Cohen’s books are
like the best Smiths
songs; however depressing the content,
the execution is so
shimmering, so incandescent with indignation that the overall
effect is transcendently
uplifting.’
Julie Burchill, Prospect

You can make no assumptions now. It is
more likely than not that the readers have come
to you through a Twitter or Facebook link. They
have not bought a newspaper or magazine. They
are fleeting visitors to a website without the
faintest idea of its traditions, politics and
culture. They arrive without preconceptions, and
you can have no preconceptions about them.
This is a loss. Writers can no longer talk candidly to readers as allies in a common cause. But
the benefits are enormous. The anonymity of
the readership frees you to write without prejudice. You are talking to strangers, and must persuade them to agree with you or at least accept
you have a point. Anonymity forces you to write
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Get something down. Don’t worry if it’s any
good. Then rewrite it, cut it, hold it upside down
and shake it until every fusty convention and
meandering aside has fallen on the ground.
Then, and only then, can you produce prose
that will just about do.
– Nick Cohen◄

BOOK REVIEW

Unputdownable etymology
Is it possible for a book about etymology to be unputdownable?
Helene Reid will tell you: if it’s by Mark Forsyth, it is
Many of us heard Mark Forsyth speak at our 25th
Jubilee Conference and I’m assuming nearly all
of us rushed afterwards to order his books. I did
and discovered in The Etymologicon, a Circular

Stroll Through the Hidden Connections of the
English Language that he writes exactly like he
speaks: jokes and puns follow at breakneck
speed and chances are that while you’re still
smiling over the last pun you’ve overlooked the
next three.
My distrust of etymology dates from my
secondary school days when our Greek teacher
told us that the Dutch nounweetje, an insignificant snippet of knowledge, came from the Greek
past participle οἶδα. It’s obvious, she said: oida,
woida, weida, wayda, weetje! (English 'wit', as in
nitwit). She had us in stitches and for weeks we
made up our own etymologies, the more
unlikely the better. So I may be forgiven for
thinking that etymology is more of a party game
than a serious exercise.
Reading The Etymologicon I occasionally, no
regularly, had a suspicion that Forsyth was taking the mickey (a word that derives from the
word ‘piss’ as we all know), and if his address at
the SENSE Conference was like the performance
of a stand-up comedian, then this book is the
printed parallel. More than once, when he came
up with yet another improbable family tree for a
word, I thought to myself: Oh pull the other one!
Samuel’s Dick Snary
Anyway, what adds to the unputdownability of
the book is that every section – you can hardly
call them chapters – links up verbally with the
next. One section ends: ‘...Cave’s magazine gave
employment to a young and penniless writer
whose name was Samuel Johnson.’ And immediately your eye is drawn to the next section,
called Dick Snary (say it out loud!), of which the
first line goes: ‘It’s absolutely necessary that a
book such as this should devote a chapter to
Samuel Johnson’s dictionary. So we don’t.’ And
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the section Worms and their Turnings exits on
the line ‘...the fearsome crocodile, whose name
comes from the Greek kroke-drillos [does it now,
Mark?], which means pebble-worm’. This leads
you to the section on Mathematics: ‘Calculus is a
formidable word that loses some of its grandeur
when you realise that a calculus is just a little
pebble because the Romans did their maths by
counting up stones.’
And when you get to the very end of the
book, when you were feeling relieved that the
torrent of weetjes had come to a stop, the last
line ends: ‘[to be continued on page 1]’. This is
before you do the quizzes that test the retentiveness of your memory and whether you have
grasped the essence of his logic!
Any surprises in the book? For me there
were two. Forsyth tells us that 'frog-eater' ►

used to be a pejorative word for the Dutch
‘because Holland is so marshy’. Now I always
thought it referred to the French because they
actually do eat frogs, but apparently that meaning only came into fashion after 1778, and before
that (in the 1650s) it meant Dutch. I checked this
on the Online Etymological Dictionary and they
give the dates I quoted above. Forsyth’s dates
are 1798 and 1652 respectively. Huh? The other
surprise was when I came to the various names
for butterflies and missed my own bit of superfluous knowledge: that all European languages
have their own, linguistically unrelated names
for butterflies. Try it!
Dead dads and hendiadys

The Elements of Eloquence, How to Turn the
Perfect English Phrase is even more breathtaking. Forsyth discusses rhetoric or figures of
speech in 39 chapters with titles that range from
some that we know, such as antithesis, paradox
and personification, to totally obscure ones:
aposiopesis, catachresis and epanalepsis (only
the last one produced a red crinkly line as I
typed it). You wouldn’t think this could possibly
make light-hearted bedtime reading but I found
myself chuckling and chortling (tautology or
pleonasm?) into the wee hours, his style is so
witty.
Forsyth’s examples from English-language
literature range from Jagger to Shakespeare,
from the Bible to Churchill. He has either the
most incredible memory for instances of enallage, zeugma and litotes or he uses search engines that no one else has heard of.
I started off putting vertical pencil marks in
the margin for quotable lines to be used in this
review, but when I saw that whole pages had a
pencil line running along the edge I gave up. I
knew I mustn’t quote. You should read it for
yourselves. However, I changed my mind when I
came to my favourite chapter: the one on
Shakespeare’s penchant for hendiadys (remember? saying one thing with two words by taking
an adjective and a noun and then changing the
adjective into another noun). I will go against
my principles and quote to show Forsyth’s style
(and give you a taste for the book):
‘Hamlet is the top play, where he averages a hendiadys
every sixty or so lines. “Angels and ministers of grace
defend us!” shouts Hamlet, when he means “angelic
ministers of grace”. But obviously the first thing you
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do when you see the ghost of your dead father is
employ a bit of hendiadys. Hamlet’s father doesn’t mind;
he’s been too busy with the “sulphurous and tormenting
flames” of purgatory (by which he means tormentingly
sulphurous). Hamlet notes all this down in the “book
and volume” of his brain. This could mean voluminous
book or bookish volume - that’s one of the wonderful
things about hendiadys: it confuses things.’

If I had not already met Mark Forsyth over dinner
on the eve of the SENSE Jubilee Conference, he
would be high on my list of Persons I Would
Most Like To Meet. As it is I shall just have to
read The Elements of Eloquence again. Or
order The Horologicon.
– Helene Reid◄

When Helene is not reviewing books for us, she subtitles
documentaries and films for Subtext Translations.

TECH CORNER

Five tips for PerfectIt
To mark the upcoming release of PerfectIt 3.1, Daniel Heuman
shares five tips that will help you get more from his program
PerfectIt is easy to use. However, some of the
advanced functionality of this consistency
checker is only described in the help file (that
almost no one reads). So even if you’ve been
using PerfectIt for years, you might not have
discovered everything it can do. Try these tips...
Tip 1: Work faster in keyboard mode
You can work faster in PerfectIt if you put down
your mouse and use the keyboard commands.
When you’re running PerfectIt, press the F6
button on your keyboard. That launches keyboard mode. You’ll see a small picture of a
keyboard appear in PerfectIt to confirm that.
When you’re in keyboard mode, instead of
moving your mouse and clicking buttons, you
can type N to go the next error, B to go back to
the previous error, the up and down arrow keys
to switch locations, and F to fix a location. See
the full list of keyboard commands. When you
want to return to your document to make
changes manually, press F6 (or any other key not
listed above) to exit keyboard mode.
Tip 2: Customize PerfectIt
In addition to checking consistency, you can
customize PerfectIt to check the style preferences of your choice by creating a PerfectIt style
sheet. Here’s a trick to make that easier. When
you create a new style sheet, you can use one of
PerfectIt’s built-in styles as the starting point.
Built-in styles include UK, US, Canadian, or
Australian spelling. You can even make your
style a variation of American Legal Style, WHO,
UN, EU, or Australian Government Style. So, for
example, if you’re working for a specific EU department, you can base your new custom style
sheet on European Union Style. That gives you
over 4,000 corrections that will automatically be
found. Then you can add your own corrections
to that in order to reflect the additional
requirements of that department.
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Tip 3: Increase accuracy by skipping sections
PerfectIt finds difficult-to-locate errors. However, like any software checker, not everything
that it finds should be altered. So it’s important
to always look at the context of a potential error
before making a change. ►

You can increase PerfectIt’s accuracy (and
therefore reduce the amount of time you spend
checking context) by excluding certain locations
in the document from PerfectIt’s checking. Locations that PerfectIt can attempt to automatically
exclude are potential errors in:
 Quotation marks
 Specific styles
 Sections that are set to not check spelling
or grammar
 Italics
 Footnotes or endnotes
 References
To exclude one or more of these sections, click ‘Sections
to Skip’ in the PerfectIt ribbon.

Choose which items to ignore. Then click Save & Exit.

Where PerfectIt finds errors, you still need to
check the context carefully. However, by increasing PerfectIt’s accuracy, there are fewer
locations to check. This saves you valuable time.
Tip 4: Enforce title case for headings
PerfectIt checks consistency of capitalization in
titles. If you have titles at the same level that
use different capitalization, PerfectIt will suggest that one is an error. For example, if one title
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in Heading 1 is in sentence case, and the other is
in initial capitals, PerfectIt will suggest that you
alter things to be consistent. PerfectIt can also
enforce the capitalization of your choice.
If you’re using Word’s styles (such as Heading 1 for titles and Heading 2 for subtitles), then
you can use these to set preferences in a PerfectIt style sheet. To do that, click Edit Current
Style. Then click Settings and scroll down to the
PerfectIt test for Headings in Capitals. For each
heading level, you can choose whether it should
be in initial capitals, smart case, or sentence
case. If your style uses names other than Heading 1, Heading 2, and so forth for titles, then you
can change PerfectIt’s settings to the style
names that you use. Just scroll along to the
Style Notes column and enter ‘Alt:’ (without the
quote marks). Then type the name of the heading style that you use.
Tip 5: Check italics in titles
PerfectIt checks the consistency of italicization
for foreign words. It can check whether words
appear in italics in one place and roman in
another. And it can take into account the practice of italicizing a foreign term on first use only.
For example, PerfectIt can check the consistency
of words that may or may not be considered
part of the English language, such as force
majeure. We’re planning to improve that by adding more foreign words to the default checking.
However, foreign words aren’t the only time
when italicization should be consistent.
Italics are frequently used for titles of
publications. PerfectIt can check for consistency
of those words too. All you need to do is add the
names that you’re working with to the list that
PerfectIt checks. To do that, click Edit Current
Style, then click the Italics tab. Then add entries
one by one, together with your preference for
their italicization.
Summary
These tricks are intended for advanced users
who want to push beyond the basics. If you’re
still getting started with PerfectIt, our recommendation is to put these to one side for now.
For more information and to view walkthroughs
of the steps mentioned here, go to PerfectIt. And
if you haven’t already got PerfectIt, the program
is easy to install, and even easier to use. To get
started, click to download the free trial.
– Daniel Heuman◄

OUT OF OFFICE

A passion for photography
Claire Jordan combines a love of languages with a passion for
photography. Out of Office caught up with her in Utrecht

First of all, where are you from?
I was born in Derby, in the middle of England.
I’ve always found Derby itself rather dreary, but
the surroundings are beautiful, particularly the
Peak District. I grew up and went to school in
Derby, and completed my studies (German and
French Language and Literature) in Reading.
I toyed with the idea of going to art school,
having always had a special aptitude for drawing and painting, but was strongly discouraged
from doing so because of the lack of career
prospects, and I don’t think I was ready for the
necessary freedom of expression anyway at that
age. I think graphic design would have been
ideal, but didn’t know it was possible at the
time. In retrospect, I don’t regret having learnt
some languages. It opens up new worlds and
offers new possibilities of freedom. For example,
I can potentially use my knowledge of languages
to work from just about anywhere. And I love the
English language. Apart from English, I like Greek.
I recently started learning it for fun.
How did you get into the language business?
I spent two years in Germany after graduating,
and thought I would visit my grandfather, who
was Dutch, on the way back to England. I ended
up staying with him for several months, during
which time I worked hard on my Dutch, and then
found a room of my own and landed a job at a
translation agency. (I have him to thank for that,
it was his idea that I responded to the job ad). I
have been living here since 1991.
How long have you been doing photography?
I have always been visually oriented and interested in art. My dad gave me a camera when I
was quite small, but I only got seriously interested in it when digital photography took off.
I like computers, and want to have complete
control over the images I make, so I am very
happy to be able to process photos myself in
Photoshop, Lightroom, etc. I took some courses
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in Utrecht, and
a professional
course at the
School voor
Fotografie in
Breda.
Do you have
lots of gear or
do you prefer
to travel light?
I now have
equipment for
all kinds of
photography,
but what I use
depends entirely on the situation. For some
situations, studio lighting is necessary, but for
others, natural lighting is
better. I have no preference; it depends on what
I envisage.
What are your favourite subjects?
I like many different subjects. Anything that
catches my eye, basically. I suppose it is easier
to say what I don’t like: large groups of people events, weddings, receptions, etc. (There is an
analogy here with my translation work: I like
anything other than financial, management and
legal texts). If I had to choose, I’d say portraiture
and nature.
Do you ever have days where you have a deadline looming but the sun is shining and you get
the urge to go out and shoot the swans on the
canal across town? In short, are there conflicts
with your work?
At present, I don’t feel very much inspired by my
surroundings, unless the weather does ►

Black & white studies by Claire Jordan

extreme things - snow and ice, for example.
When my financial situation improves, I hope to
move to a more inspiring place to live, with
more nature around me. Nature is my biggest
inspiration. There are not often conflicts, really.
If I feel compelled to go out and take photos, I
can usually work on my translation jobs until
late at night or at the weekend. I’m very flexible
with regard to work. I also always make sure that
I have plenty of time to complete a job. I don’t
like rushing things, but prefer to take my time
and provide the best possible quality.
Do you have a website?
I’ve built a website for my translation services.
When I’m satisfied with the text on it, I’ll make it
findable with SEO. I’m currently working on a
photography website, which I hope to have
ready soon.
Is it hard to find assignments?
I haven’t put much effort into finding assignments yet. I’ve had various jobs via word of
mouth (mainly portraits) and hope to get
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more assignments when I’ve finished building
my website. I can’t expect to get much work if I
can’t show any, so it’s very important that I get
the website ready soon. The structure is there, I
now only have to fill it with photos, decide on
the text, and tweak it a bit with regard to
colours, fonts, etc.
What's the ideal balance for you of these two?
I think these two things can be combined very
nicely. I would like to make my living with a
combination of translation work and photography. Maybe 50-50. It would be great to get away
from the computer more often. Photography
gives me a reason to get outside and go to different places. I also see it as more creative and
more personal than translating, and think it
would be very tough to have to be creative all
the time. Translating is a nice, quiet, sedentary
activity to balance the photography with. And if
I like the text, I can really enjoy translating, too.
And maybe the fact that I am equally interested
in linguistic and visual communication could be
interesting for some clients.
– Anne Hodgkinson◄

HI SOCIETY
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Piers Alder’s style workshop a SENSE-ational success

eSense CAPTION COMPETITION Practice your networking skills. Show how well you know your peers in SENSE. List in
correct order (l-r) the full names of these happy participants in Piers Alder’s very successful workshop on writing with
style (tip: you’ll find their names on Maartje Gorte’s forum post) and mail your caption to the eSense Editor. Go for it!

SENSE Ed, the SIG for educators, has appointed a new convener
SENSE Ed is pleased to announce their new convener,
David Barick. David has been
a member of this SIG since its
inception and agreed to take
over the convener duties
when Iris Maher stepped
down after three years of organizing meetings. ‘Although
it’s been an enjoyable task,’
says Iris, ‘it's time to let
someone else take it over
and I'm sure David will do a
very good job. I’ve enjoyed
getting to know so many
other educators and being
the contact person for the
group. But I plan to remain an
active member and to stay as
involved as ever. Plus, I find
the networking aspects invaluable!’
David adds, ‘I completely
share Iris’s enthusiasm for the
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New convener David Barick chatting
with Iris Maher (centre) and Mandy
Savage at a recent SENSE event

group and the many advantages
it offers educators. At the moment, my professional activities
are centred on academic English,
but many members attending our
sessions come from different areas of teaching such as business
English, conversational English,
and others. This multi-disciplinary character is actually one of the
most rewarding features of the group: people from different fields
still have a great deal to share with one another. I hope we’ll be able
to make continued use of this quality in future meetings.’
Announcements concerning possible dates will be made at the
start of February.◄

Utrecht translators tackle tricky ‘car companion’ challenge
The Utrecht Translation Group last met on 13 January, with 14 of us
attending. The evening’s topic was both a translation exercise and a
discussion of the author’s right to review a translation of their work.
The text consisted of excerpts from a book by Jan van der Werff
(husband of SENSE member Susan van der Werff; both were►

present). Entitled Het zal je God maar wezen. Atheisme verklaard
voor Henk en Ingrid, Achmed en Fatima, it had some success as a
print-on-demand book.
Perhaps because the book had done well, the publisher informed Jan that they intended to market it in the US, and also that
they had had it translated ‘at no charge’ to him. The translation
they sent him (which we went through as we discussed our own
translations of the excerpts) was unquestionably terrible. Jan
wrote to them refusing to allow publication of the English version
on the grounds that the translation was unacceptable, but they
never wrote back about it.
The plot thickened when the publisher started to bill him –
repeatedly – for ‘marketing costs’ (!!!). Although he has not paid
them any money, the contract requires a year’s notice to be terminated, so the horrible English version is available through Amazon
and bol.com and will be for the next few months. The moral of the
story: check the fine print, or write some yourself – you have rights
as an author, and you may not want to give them away.
The Nederlandse Vereniging van Journalisten has more information. Translators have rights too – read the ‘Standard agreement
for the publication of a literary work’ here.
The publisher’s translation looked very like a Google Translate
job except with some of the trickiest sentences left out. However,
whoever – or whatever – picked out those sentences left others in,
such as:

Shall we, should we, might we
come to finlegsig's meeting?
The next meeting of finlegsig is
on Thursday 7 April 2016. On the
agenda is a discussion about
the use of modal verbs in contract drafting, and the importance of knowing the various
‘rules’ on their use in contracts
(and checking with your client
as to what approach/rule, if
any, they use). Blithely changing a ‘will’ or ‘may’ to ‘shall’ can
have significant consequences.
In case you missed it, a very
recent example was changing
shall to should as an 11th hour
save in the Paris climate talks
accord.

‘Een spin is een automaatje dat insecten vangt en opeet…’ –
‘A spider is a car companion that captures and eats insects…’
Most people found working on the
translation fun if challenging (have a go
with ‘Ik ben opgegroeid in een katho-

liek gezin. Rooms, paaps, van het
houtje, toffelemone’). As usual there were no right or wrong answers. We all came up with creative solutions and laughed a lot.
Our next meeting is 9 March. Please come if you can!
- Anne Hodgkinson, convener◄

Eastern SIG survives no shows for meeting looks ahead
The Eastern SIG remains small
and occasionally active. It was
good to see that the topic of client acquisition that we discussed last year has led to a
conference presentation and
aneSense article (see Cover
Story). Our last meeting fell flat
when our speaker failed to turn up (grrr) but we have plans for a
morning coffee meeting and possibly a visit to a language centre.
Watch this space!
- Sally Hill and Kumar Jamdagni, conveners◄
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The meeting should prove very
useful and informative for
finlegsig members and SENSE
friends. All are most welcome.
And attendees can receive two
points for on-going professional education from the
Bureau Wbtv via Mijn Wbtv.
The meeting will be held at
finlegsig's usual location.
Please ask if you need
directions.
–Stephen Machon, convenor◄

Call for new members: become an active ambassador for SENSE
As you can see from this graph, taken from a SENSE Survey, the
average age of SENSE members is 55 years. In addition, over 30%
have been a member
for more than ten
years.
This means that
SENSE is quite an ‘old’
society. Jackie Senior
feels this is a matter of
serious concern.
‘We need young
blood for fresh ideas
and new energy to
keep the Society going.
Since more than 55% of
new members learn
about SENSE from a
current member, we all
need to go out and act
as ambassadors to encourage potential
members to join.’
The ‘Editing in English’ course that Ruth de Wijs and Jackie
Senior taught a few years ago at ITV (Instituut Tolken en Vertalers
(HBO), Utrecht) proved excellent at generating new – and active –
members, including not only past and present EC members John
Edmund Hynd, Wil van Maarschalkweerd, Ragini Werner and
Hanneke Brand, but also Vivien Glas, Kitty Hamersma, Vivien
Collingwood and many more.

But of course, there is still room for plenty more. And so four active
founding-members of SENSE who attended the SENSE 25th Jubilee
(l-r: Nancy Smyth, Jackie Senior, Joy Burrough and Ian Cressie) have
issued a challenge to all other members: ‘Who in your network do
you know would benefit from joining our society? Become a SENSE
ambassador and ask them to join us today.’◄
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Arise, Zuid-Holland SIG!
Not so long ago, Hans van
Bemmelen posted a note on
the SENSE forum asking the
South Hollanders amongst us,
‘Do you think it's time to revive
our regional group?’

Instantly SENSE Treasurer
Frans Kooymans commented,
‘What an excellent initiative. I
cannot recall any South Holland SIG having existed before,
but with the large number of
SENSE members living in The
Hague, Rotterdam, Delft and
places in between, I would
think that there should be
enough interest for a SIG for
the province to be feasible.’

Then Peter Smethurst
chipped in to explain, ‘The
South Holland/Hague SIG has
been and gone several times.
Most recently must have been
nearly ten years ago.’
Soon after, the resurrected
group celebrated its reopening
with eight members, reports
Hans, the new convener.◄

Welcome workshop on transcreation
Christy de Back has an excellent network
of 12 freelance colleagues with whom she
works regularly. One such colleague is
Anna Roelofsz, a freelance copywriter and
EN-NL translator. Christy and Anna are presenting a new workshop on transcreation
for SENSE on Saturday 5 March 2016. For
more information or to register for the
workshop, go to this post on the forum.◄

Impromptu outing in Amsterdam ends with odd mystery
As the year was swinging off to a
good start, SENSE Chair Jenny
Zonneveld invited members to
come along on an informal social event in Amsterdam. ‘More
precisely,’ says Jenny, ‘a canal
boat trip around the Amsterdam
Light Festival.’ About 20 people
turned up, including SENSE members, family and friends, and by all
accounts, all had a marvellous time on the boat, viewing the stunning artworks from the water, and ending the evening with drinks
and a gezellig meal.
The day after, Stephen Johnston posted a message to our
Facebook group: ‘A big thank you to Jenny for organizing the impromptu outing. We saw the Amsterdam Light Festival by boat, ate
great pizza, and had wonderful conversations. I brought my wife
and my two teenage boys, and we all enjoyed the evening.’
And on the SENSE forum, Joy Burrough added, ‘A great evening
yesterday - thanks Jenny. But... Did anyone lose a black leather
glove at the restaurant last night?
Bizarrely, I came home with two odd
gloves (only noticed they weren't a pair
when I was on the train - one has a black
lining and the other a brown lining). One
had been handed to me at the start of the
meal. It looked like mine, so I pocketed it.
But it transpires that after I left, one of my
gloves was found under my chair. I'd be
happy to return the odd glove to its
rightful owner!’◄
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Um... not the glove in question but one
left behind by the odd Michael Jackson

A very warm welcome to these new members of SENSE
Bathsheba Fulton (The Hague), Michael Friedman
(Hamburg), Kate Williamson (Twello) pictured,
Ellen Singer (Hoofddorp), Erica Kendle (Oundle),
Joy Phillips (Amsterdam), Margie Franzen
(Amsterdam) and Tony Sheldon (Utrecht).◄
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